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"Do not start unless you want to be up all night!...Whether or not you believe in
reincarnation, you'll believe in the ability of love to transcend time and place and
the wonder of Ciji Ware's writing. Superb!" —Romantic Times (Gold Medal
review)

One woman, one man, one shared fate...

A remote cottage on the wild coast of Cornwall sounded to Blythe Barton Stowe
like the perfect escape from the pain and humiliation of recent events in her
Hollywood life. But soon she seems to be reliving a centuries-old tragedy, and
the handsome owner of the shabby manor house on the hill appears vitally
entwined in her destiny. As they unearth one shocking family secret after
another, Blythe is forced to conclude that her intriguing neighbor is more than
just an impecunious British gentleman bent on saving his ancestral home. And
the impeccably honorable Lucas Teague begins to see Blythe as a lifeline in an
otherwise bleak existence.

But is the unbridled attraction they're experiencing a dangerous distraction, or
could it be strong enough to transcend the insurmountable complexities of time
and place...?

"A deep, complex novel exploring love, betrayal, healing, and renewal in the
human heart." —Affaire de Coeur

"A book to be savored and then put on the keeper shelf." —Gothic Journal
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Editorial Review

Amazon.com Review
What would you do if you caught your sister in bed with your husband? Chances are at the very least you'd
nix your relationship with both of them and run as far away as you could get--especially if the story is going
to be plastered all over the tabloids. This is exactly what Hollywood mogul Blythe Stowe does. She heads to
England and the Cornish Coast. There she steeps herself in Daphne du Maurier's wonderful novels, finds
love with an Englishman, and discovers family secrets that have been long concealed.

Review
Nothing short of spectacular. (Terra Yankee Romance Reviewers 20100526)

From supernatural and history buffs to romance lovers and garden experts, this book will capture you
beginning to end... eloquent and poetic . (Kelly Moran BookPleasures.com 20100527)

A timeless novel... engaging characters, an engrossing plot, and entertaining dialogue. (Night Owl Romance
20100527)

The perfect combination of romance and time travel. (Sumana Books with a Cup of Coffee 20100528)

Ciji Ware has created a poignant story of desolation and rejuvenation that transports you to another world.
(Best Romance Stories 20100602)

I loved this book. It was romantic, it was well written... The writing was sharp and the dialog witty. (Pricilla
The Broken Teepee 20100602)

It was almost as if I opened the book and was magically sucked into the pages while I walked every step with
the characters. (Kaye Pudgy Penguin Perusals 20100602)

An enjoyable, solid story that kept me entertained... this novel wickedly blended past and present. (Christy
Readin' and Dreamin' 20100607)

A story of love and time travel (Joan Burton BookLoons.com 20100607)

A thoroughly compelling read and one I'm glad that Sourcebooks has re-released! (Annie Queen of Happy
Endings 20100607)

Enough mystery, romance and history to keep the reader enthralled to the end. (Celtic Lady's Reviews
20100608)

Ware paints a picture with words. (Libby Libby's Library News 20100615)

Mystical allure... Ware has written an absorbing romance of historical fiction (Wisteria Leigh Bookworm's
Dinner 20100617)

An interesting story and a well-developed heroine. (AnimeJune Gossamer Obsessions 20100621)



Full of humor, raw emotion, love, redemption and forgiveness. (Amy Passages to the Past 20100621)

An unforgettable story, which will be remembered long after the last page is read and the book is closed.
(Dottie Romance Junkies 20100621)

A thoroughly modern story with a historical fiction twist. (Laura Laura's Reviews 20100623)

An intriguing, enticing, complex and romantic novel that will keep readers up long into the night. (Jennifer
Rundpinne 20100628)

Ware represents Cornwall in all it's splendor with descriptions of the coast, the surrounding foliage, and
village life. (Jennifer Jenny Loves to Read 20100628)

Perfect... A mix of historical fiction, romance and even a bit of paranormal. (Grace Books Like Breathing
20100629)

The characters are well developed and likable. (Stephanie Steph the Bookworm 20100630)

The story was original, heart-wrenching and fresh. (Jennifer Mrs. Q Book Addict 20100630)

A well-formed narrative and skillful character development. (Laura The Calico Critic 20100701)

A light and entertaining book. I could imagine walking around in the beautiful gardens. (Iliana Bookgirl's
Nightstand 20100706)

A thinking woman's romance... [A Cottage by the Sea] deals with complex issues in an interesting way.
(Love Romance Passion )

When characters intrigue you and a plot mesmerizes you in it's twists and turns, how do you not keep turning
pages? Unusual and special in it's originality... (Lynda Coker Between the Pages )

An enjoyable escapist romantic read. (Nancy Bookfoolery and Babble )

From the Publisher
It's always fun to start publishing an author that I've never read before, especially when the book we publish
turns out to be such a good read, like this one. Ciji Ware does an excellent job of mixing past and present
without all the confusion that sometimes accompanies these parallel life novels. Both stories are well-
developed, with interesting characters and good plots. Lisa Congelosi, Sales Rep

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Elmira McGraw:

Do you considered one of people who can't read satisfying if the sentence chained in the straightway, hold on
guys this aren't like that. This A Cottage by the Sea book is readable by you who hate those straight word
style. You will find the facts here are arrange for enjoyable reading through experience without leaving
possibly decrease the knowledge that want to provide to you. The writer connected with A Cottage by the
Sea content conveys the idea easily to understand by most people. The printed and e-book are not different in



the content but it just different by means of it. So , do you still thinking A Cottage by the Sea is not loveable
to be your top record reading book?

Jason Allen:

Reading a e-book tends to be new life style within this era globalization. With looking at you can get a lot of
information that could give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can easily share their
idea. Ebooks can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire their reader with their story or
maybe their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the textbooks. But also they write about the data
about something that you need example. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach your kids, there are
many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors in this world always try to improve their skill in
writing, they also doing some analysis before they write for their book. One of them is this A Cottage by the
Sea.

Barbera Champ:

Beside this particular A Cottage by the Sea in your phone, it can give you a way to get nearer to the new
knowledge or data. The information and the knowledge you are going to got here is fresh from oven so don't
become worry if you feel like an old people live in narrow community. It is good thing to have A Cottage by
the Sea because this book offers to you personally readable information. Do you sometimes have book but
you rarely get what it's about. Oh come on, that won't happen if you have this inside your hand. The
Enjoyable blend here cannot be questionable, like treasuring beautiful island. Techniques you still want to
miss it? Find this book in addition to read it from currently!

Trudy Clark:

A lot of reserve has printed but it takes a different approach. You can get it by web on social media. You can
choose the most beneficial book for you, science, comedian, novel, or whatever through searching from it. It
is known as of book A Cottage by the Sea. You'll be able to your knowledge by it. Without making the
printed book, it could possibly add your knowledge and make an individual happier to read. It is most
important that, you must aware about e-book. It can bring you from one destination for a other place.
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